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Abstract—Nowadays, multimedia streaming traffic reaches 71
% from the mobile data traffic over the world and most of
the multimedia services use Dynamic adaptive streaming over
HTTP (DASH) to adjust video delivery to the dynamic network
environment and achieve higher user Quality of Experience
(QoE) levels. Moreover, 90 % of the video traffic is consumed by
smart devices equipped with multiple network interfaces (Wifi,
3G, and 4G) known as multi-homed devices. In this paper,
we propose a new DASH-parallel streaming solution, which
exploits the diversity of access network connections to improve
video quality over DASH protocol. Experimental Results show
that our proposed approach improves the perceived QoE in
different network conditions, without requiring further energy
expenditure.
Index Terms—MPEG-DASH,multi-homing and parallel
streaming.

This emerging diversity of access networks could be used to
improve the perceived video quality.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Fig. 1. Multihoming Infrastructure

According to the Cisco Visual Networking Index, the demand for video traffic is increasing and exceeds 78% of the
total mobile data traffic by 2021 [5]. Most of the video services
are today based on adaptive streaming techniques that allow a
video to be played based on the end user’s network conditions.
Therefore, the quality of the video and the audio streams
are automatically adjusted accordingly, enhancing the user’s
experience [15].
Dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH), which is
becoming the dominant protocol for video delivery, works by
dividing the media content into a sequence of small HTTPbased file segments, each chunk consists of a short interval
of playback time of the media content [14]. In DASH, video
content is represented by two elements: The media Presentation Description (MPD) file and the video/audio Segments [3].
The MPD is an XML manifest file that identifies multiple
components and the location of all alternative streams. After
analyzing the MPD, the client requests and download an
appropriate segment, which guarantees smooth playback of
the video file and enhances the QoS and performance since
the client knows its capabilities (i.e. the received throughput, the delay, the terminal’s potential – screen resolution –
) [10] [11] [19].
From a traffic perspective, smartphones will continue to
dominate mobile traffic (up to 93% by 2022). As smartphones
are multi-homed devices [1], usually equipped with multiple
radio interfaces (3G, 4G, and WiFi), this potentially allows
the device to connect to multiple networks at the same time.

In this paper, we study the use case of a multi-homed
DASH client that aims to watch a video content replicated
in many DASH servers, as shown in Figure 1. For this purpose, a parallel streaming mechanism over DASH is proposed
to enhance the QoE for multi-homed clients. Our solution
permits the client to request a segment simultaneously using
both available connections, to provide a kind of bandwidth
aggregation mechanism that maximizes the available resources
(connections), which allow improving the received video-rate
without any quality degradation due to the variation of the
network’s conditions on both connections. Additionally, it
provides the following features:
•

•

•

•

More robustness using the content replication to ensure
high data availability, as a user can use multiple sources
to prevent any quality degradation due to congestion at
the server side.
Parallel streaming over DASH, as a Dash client can
request a segment using multiple connections simultaneously.
Smart downloading mechanism. Indeed, the main question when using multi-homing is how to ensure that the
way of splitting the data among multiple connections is
efficient? our downloader response about this question is
described in Section 3.
An energy-saving mechanism, as using parallel streaming
increase power consumption and without any quality
improvement in some cases.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sections
II describes the latest solution proposed in Multi-homing over
DASH. Section III presents a description of our proposed
solution. we evaluate our Parallel Streaming algorithm over
DASH, in section IV. Finally, a conclusion and future research
ideas are provided in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
This section represents a summarized survey about the
related works in multi-homing and muti-paths solutions for
video streaming. Min Xing formulate the video streaming
process as Markov decision process (MDP) and propose a
multi-link rate adaption (MLRA) mechanism using multihoming features [18]. At each set of segments request (considered
as time step), we use MDP to optimize the Quality of
Experience of video content by evaluate the current situation
and reward function of available states.The objective of this
approach is to improve the QoE while reducing the cost of
using multiple connections. MLRA algorithm selects the next
segment based on the current buffer level and the estimated
available bandwidth. It takes into consideration the calculated
reward function of each decision (using only a wifi link or
both links or smoothing).
Using the same concept of MPD problem formulation, [17]
proposes a real-time adaptive search (RTRA) algorithm to
improve video performances. The results show that RTRA
achieves higher quality in different bandwidths scenarios
(rapid and slow-changing) and reduce startup delay, which
leads to user stop watching the video in most cases, up to
half and better smoothness.
A cross-layer approach was proposed in [6] based on an
interaction between the application and transport layer which
lead to decrease video distortion and improve video quality. This approach consists of using Multi-Path Transmission
Control Protocol (MPTCP) as the transport layer with some
additional features considered to add feedback that indicates
the path to be selected by MPTCP for the next packet. Also,
an adaptive content-aware scheduler is used at the application
layer to estimate the playback deadline and thus determine
which video segment and when is given for transmission. The
objective of this solution is to maximize the received data on
time, to prevent the receiving buffer from being fully occupied
by many packets waiting for the delayed packet (head-ofline blocking). Also using the content awareness, it ignores
the transmission of segments that will miss their playback
deadline when checking the Picture Order Counts (POC) of
each segment and gives more priority to the segments which
their deadline period is near to expire. Another cross-layer
approach was proposed in [13] using DASH and MPTCP.
A Distributed Decision Engine (DDE) was proposed as a
network monitor systems responsible for providing the accurate network information’s on each interface. This network
information’s are used in the Dash bit rate adaption, then
MPTCP is responsible for sending the data over multiple
paths. The results show that more accurate information’s lead
to better bit rate adaption and improve video performance.

Similar to before, the MP-DASH framework [7] was proposed
to extend MPTCP for dealing with multiple network interfaces
over DASH protocol. Two modules were integrated for this
purpose the scheduler and video adapter. The scheduler is
based on user input preferences about network paths and
throughput aggregation between paths. It consists of two parts:
decision function that determines how to manage paths and
enforcement function that operates the decisions. The video
adapter is implemented to enhance the Dash adaptive bit- rate
mechanism by exchanging the useful information (throughput,
segment size and deadline time) between the scheduler and
player. The main idea from this work is to meet user quality
requirements with the Wifi link alone and use the cellular
data (3G) when wifi cannot deliver data before the deadline
period. The result, in comparison to default MPTCP, shows
a valued decrease in cellular usage up to 99% and 85% in
energy consumption. A new cross-layer approach between
transport and network layer was proposed in [12].In this
work, MPTCP is used with a path controller module based
on Software Defined Networking (SDN) platform. Network
information’s about different paths is monitored using the
SDN controller and periodically transmitted to SDN clients
permitting to evaluate and characterize the available paths
(remove paths that lead to out-of-order delivered packets
due to low throughput). This solution was implemented over
DASH and results show better QoE is achieved with this path
controller module on MPTCP.
The author in [4] modified the DASH protocol to support
multihoming features. This modification consists of adding
a scheduler, adaptation algorithm and bandwidth estimator
on the DASH plugin. The bandwidth estimator measures the
available bandwidth on each interface by sniffing packets
and estimates the bandwidth in the future based on present
and previous measurements. The adaption algorithm uses the
estimated bandwidth for rate adaptation for each requested
segment. The scheduler is responsible for scheduling requests
for segments.
A video delivery utilizing over multiple paths was proposed
in [9] to achieve low latency in DASH video streaming. Two
adapted mechanisms are proposed in this approach. The first
determines the best byte-range size of each divided segment
over multiple paths, in order to receive them before the
deadline. Thus, the larger byte ranges are transmitted over
better paths which decrease the delay and solve the HOL
problem. The second one is responsible for selecting a suitable
representation with the highest quality that can arrive on time.
A network selection mechanism based on the Multi-Armed
bandit algorithm was proposed in [8] for a DASH multihomed
client. The proposed solution permit the user to select the
suitable interface at each decision time, which enhance the
average perceived video quality. Also the default adaptive bitrate rule of DASH require some modifications to deal with
different network conditions over different paths, which was
validated in the results of several experiments with and without
this modification.

III. P ROPOSED S OLUTION
In this paper, we propose a Parallel Streaming solution
over multi-homed DASH (PS-DASH) for video streaming
as an application solution that does not require any kernel
modifications at the server or the client sides.
Our solution benefits are:
• Channel diversity: Using multiple connections allows
the user switching to an alternate path in case of failure
or congestion in the current path. Moreover, it permits
the user to use both connections simultaneously, a kind
of bandwidth aggregation, to achieve higher video quality.
Many challenges may occur when adding multi-path
features to video transmission starting from Head Of Line
blocking (HOL) problem, network heterogeneity, out-oforders packets, and end-to-end delay. Our solution deals
with such challenges simply and smartly, as described in
the next section.
• Source diversity:
The increased demand, for highquality video services, was observed in the CISCO forecast. This may lead to an overload at the server-side,
which results in increasing the end-to-end latency and
quality degradation at the client-side. To deal with such
a problem, we take the advantages of Content Delivery
Networks (CDN) where the content is replicated at multiple servers’ locations and permit the client to watch the
video from several sources. Thus, each client is able to
download the video content from various sources based
on the expected high quality that can be achieved from
each server [2].
• Quality enhancement:
Using parallel streaming and
source diversity permit the client to increase its network
speed. One of the main challenges in parallel streaming
is the respect of the packets’ order in video transmission
to avoid packets’ jitter, unnecessary waiting time in
the buffer causing buffer overflow or HOL problems.
Moreover, in adaptive streaming, the main advantage is
to choose the corresponding video quality based on network conditions. Our proposed solution keeps allowing
the adaptive bitrate algorithm to more accurate bitrate
adaptive decisions due to a more accurate measurement
of network conditions over multiple connections.
• Energy savings: Our solution takes into consideration
the use of parallel streaming when it leads to enhanced
quality, which reduces energy consumption. Our solution
keeps monitoring the network conditions and checks the
available bit-rate of video content. Thus, if one connection is fast enough to meet the higher available video
quality, no need to use a second connection.
A. Model
•
•
•

Q = {qj }j=1..NQ is the set of available NQ video
qualities.
I = {Ii }i=1..NI : the set of available NI network interfaces. Only two interfaces are considered in this work.
Ps : the segment video duration.

•

•

•
•
•

t: the time step for the PS-DASH algorithm. The duration
of the time step is equal to n × Ps , where n is the fixed
number of segments to download in a time step.
S(t):
PNI the segment size at time t, which is equal to
i=1 si (t) , where si (t) is the amount of data from
segment s download through interface i at time t.
b(t): the amount of buffered video data at time t.
T (t): the time required to download the segment S(t) at
time t.
w(t): the throughput to download segment S(t) at time t,
PNI
which is equal d TS(t)
i=1 wi (t) , where wi (t)
(t) e equal to
is the throughput of interface i at time t.

B. PS-DASH Design
Parallel streaming over the Dash algorithm is based on
using multiple connections simultaneously to download each
requested chunk from the client in a fastest way.
Many studies have been developed to determine how we
divide different segments or split a segment among multiple
connections. The splitting mechanism was a challenge because
it leads to quality degradation when network conditions are
wrongly predicted or estimated. For this purpose, we use
a simple way, which doesn’t need any network estimation
and results in a fastest download. The idea here is to start
downloading the current segment from the beginning of the
segment, via the first connection, while downloading it from
the end on the other interface (see Fig. 2). The download stops
when the entire segment has been downloaded, as described
by the MPD file.

Fig. 2. Smart Downloader

The main concept of DASH is the adaptive bitrate algorithm
that permits the user to switch between the available video
rates according to its network conditions and other information
that affects the video performances (e.g. like the buffer level).
Using multi-homing affects these rules and leads in some cases
to quality degradation. Indeed, the decision on the choice
of the segment’s quality can be based on the conditions of
another interface, with a very different status. Our smart
segment downloader doesn’t suffer from this problem as it is
working in intra-segment, which means that it doesn’t affect
the measurements of the available bitrate (ABR). Thus, it is
based on the whole segment not a part of the segment.

In order to estimate the network conditions, we propose to
use the average throughput wi to download the next segment.
wi (t + 1) = αwi (t) + (1 − α)wi (t)

(1)

Where α represents a weighting factor giving more or less
weight to the current measured throughput.
Also, another use case of switching to single connection
streaming instead of parallel is when the current receiver buffer
is full, thus, no need for a faster transmission.
Algorithm 1 PS-DASH Algorithm
1: qinit = DEFAULT
2: t = 0
3: [S], w0 , w1 = R EQUEST (n, qinit , 2) . n is the number of
requested segments
4: Push [S] to DASH player
. while video not finished
5: while t < C
c do
w0 (t + 1) = αw0 (t) + (1 − α)w0 (t)
6:
w1 (t + 1) = αw1 (t) + (1 − α)w1 (t)
7:
8:
if (Qmax > maxw0 ,w1 ) AND (b(t)!= FULL) then
9:
i=2
10:
else if w0 > w1 then
11:
i=0
12:
else
13:
i=1
14:
[S], w0 , w1 = R EQUEST(n, Q, i)
15:
t=t+1
16: function R EQUEST (n, Q, i)
17:
if i == 0 then
18:
Download segments via interface 1
19:
else if i == 1 then
20:
Download segments via interface 2
21:
else
22:
Download segments via both interfaces
23:
return [S], w0 , w1 −

As mentioned in Algorithm 1, the Dash client starts downloading n segments through both interfaces, using the function
Request(n, qinit , 2) where qinit is the default quality request
based on DASH ABR, using the Smart Downloader mechanism. After receiving the n segments, the function measures
the throughput of each interface i, which is equal to the
amount of data Si downloaded through this interface divided
by the downloading time. Then, the algorithm estimates the
throughput of each interface based on the exponential weighted
moving average, as shown in Eq. (1). Before requesting a
new set of segments, the algorithm checks if the maximum
available quality (already known from the MPD file) can
be reached through one of the two interfaces alone, and
keep track of the current buffer level. If one of these two
conditions is satisfied, the algorithm decides to request the
next set of segments using single transmission and through the
highest available throughout. Otherwise, it uses the parallel
transmission mechanism with the same procedures until the
end of the video.

IV. P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We implemented a test-bed (see Figure 3) to evaluate our
proposed solution in different scenarios, taking into consideration different network connections characteristics. Our testbed
consists of a DASH client with multiple interfaces, each
interface is connected to a DASH server. We use the WonderShaper application on each server to control the network
characteristics and emulate the required variations [16]. We
focus, in our measurements, on the following parameters to
evaluate our solution:
1) Average video bitrate: the average of received video
quality.
2) Buffering time: the time of empty buffer occurrences
waiting to receive the segments for streaming.
3) Gain parameter: the quality enhancement resulting
from using parallel streaming.
4) Energy Saver: prevent using parallel streaming, which
causes more energy consumption, when there is no
possible quality enhancement.

Fig. 3. Experiment Lab Testbed Setup

A. Reference Measurement
we use, in this experiment, a video content with 8
available qualities (760,1013,1255,1884,3134,4953,915,14932
Kbps). we evaluate the performance of the DASH protocol,
as reference measurements, with different network speeds
(1,2,3,4,5,10,15,20 Mbps) using a single transmission (single
interface).
The scenario consists of a standard DASH Client that
watches the video content. Each scenario is repeated with
different network throughput’s in three types of network
variations: without, smooth and rough variation. the smooth
variation refer to speed variation with ±20% each 2 minutes,
while the rough variation refer to speed variation with ±40%
each 1 minutes.
The result, in Figure 4, shows how the different network
throughput affect the average received video quality in DASH.
Better quality is achieved in fast throughput with stable
network conditions, and it decreases according to throughput
decreases.

Average Video Bitrate (Kbps)

1.5

·104
Without network variation
Smooth network variation
Rough network variation

1

0.5
Fig. 6. PS-DASH Experiments
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1 2 3 4 5
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Network throughput (Mbps)
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Fig. 4. Video quality variation in function of Throughput variations

Figure 5 shows the variation of buffering time (occurrence
and duration) in function of throughput speed variation for different network characteristics. Stable network refers to better
video performance, while rough network variations result in
more empty buffer occurrences with different duration.

Durations (S)

5
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1
Occurrence

0

1234
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E=

Q2 − Q1
Q2

(2)

Figure 7 shows the Cumulative Distributed Function (CDF)
of the average enhancement calculated from these sets of
experiments, when comparing our algorithm using the Parallel
Streaming over DASH to the standard Dash (single transmission) using the highest connection.The result shows quality
enhancement between 10% to 95% in 80% from the scenarios,
while 10% from the 192 scenarios were subject to quality
degradation in comparison to single transmission. Besides, we
can notice the absence of any empty buffer occurrences when
using the PS-DASH algorithm.

Without network variation
Smooth network variation
Rough network variation

10

To evaluate our algorithm, 192 scenarios were run: Each
scenario consists of a DASH Multi-homed client watching the
video content, while fixing the speed of the first connection
and changing the speed of the second connection using all
speed values, from the speed list. The 64 scenarios, resulting
from the combination of the speed list, are repeated with the
three types of network variations. We calculate the Enhancement E (Equation 2) resulting from comparing the average
video bitrate Q2 of our algorithm to that one measured from
using the highest throughout alone Q1 in a single transmission.

15

20

Empirical CDF
1

Network Throughput (Mbps)

0.8

B. PS-DASH Measurement
we divide our experiment of evaluation into two parts. In
Part 1, we study quality enhancement as a metric of evaluation,
while in part 2, we study the cost of using parallel streaming
in terms of energy consumption.
1) Quality Evaluation: In these experiments (Figure 6), we
refer to Multi-homed DASH client that watches the same
video content using both connections simultaneously with
a combination of different network throughput. Then each
scenario is repeated with the three types of network characteristics (without, smooth and rough intra-variation of network
characteristics).

F(x)

Fig. 5. Video quality variation in function of network speed variation
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Fig. 7. Average Bitrate Enhancement of MP-DASH Algorithm

2) Energy Consumption Evaluation: In these measurements, we refer to a Multi-homed client that watch different

video content,each video content has different bitrate representations. Each scenario is repeated two or three times using
different speeds (as Show in Table I). The objective of these
measurements is to check the network utilization in different
scenarios, to ensure that our algorithm doesn’t use the parallel
streaming when the maximum quality is reached through the
speed of the highest single connection.
Video
content
1
2
3
4
5

Video qualities (Kbps)
760;1013
760;1013;1255
760;1013;1255;1884
760;1013;1255;1884;3134
760;1013;1255;1884;3134;4953

Speed scenarios
(Mbps)
[1;1],[1;2]
[1;2],[1;3]
[1;2],[1;3]
[1;2],[1;3],[1;4]
[1;3],[1;4],[1;6]

TABLE I
E NERGY C ONSUMPTION M EASUREMENT SET

Figure 8 represents the average video bitrate received for
different video contents using different sets of network speeds.
The Parallel Streaming usage is mentioned on top of each
result. One can observe that the parallel streaming usage is
decreasing in all cases when the highest available quality can
be achieved through one network connection. For example, in
the first video content, we have two available qualities, and
we make two measurements that refer to two different sets of
throughput. The result shows that parallel streaming usage is
decreased from 70% to 18% while the highest video quality
(1013 kbps) can be achieved through the second connection
throughput (2Mbps) alone. In all scenarios, we observe the
same conclusion with a different variation of decreasing.

Fig. 8. Parallel Streaming usage in function on speed variations for different
video contents

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a Parallel Streaming algorithm
for multi-homed DASH clients. We showed that the PSDASH algorithm improves the average video bitrate while

reduces rebuffering time. Furthermore, our algorithm takes
into consideration the potential wastage of energy when using
parallel streaming. We are planning to upgrade our algorithm
to take into consideration the current buffer status related to
the rate of decoding to reduce energy consumption. Moreover,
we are planning to study the network capabilities of multiple
connections, comparing to available video quality bitrate, not
just checking if the highest qualities can be archived using
single streaming.
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